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The automotive industry and lhus thc automobile uw.•~··vu processcs havc to 
alternative approaches to new challenges Changing mobility concepts, 

urbanization and dP1YJno-rc be-
havior of customers. This rcsults in a rate of 
mcrcases Through thc constant as au-
tomotive manufacturing sitcs, and the gain in purchasing power of the population of 

and dcveloping countries, with 
rates. This proccss has also 

issuc is the transition from finite fossil fuels to alternative fuels and drive sys
tems. rating values are C(h and pollutant emissions. conven
tional combustion engines and the use of alternative fuels are means to achieve mini-
mization of emissions. Innovative electric motors, solar and ti.!el cells or solu-
tions arc other to realize a pure electric vchicle. for that 
suitable energy soufCics and storagc systems. Another 
the of new types of materials in the 

reduction and thereforc lower fuel 
of new process chains, which includes 

processes and logislies concepts. Due to thc of modern me-
thods and materials, coming automobile will be realized 

this conccpt, the materials are combined and can bc 
demands. The and as weil as lhe 

calculation of such structures and the of associated proccss chains are 
enormous for future car 

The networking of vehicles and the coupling to modern means of communication of
fers further innovation potentiaL ln its simplest only consumer electro
nics, the internet and messaging services are provided in the vehicle. As a further ex
tension Ievel, vehicles will be able to communicate with cach other. These smart 
vehicles will be autonomous cars, while the driverwill be able to sec ad

to the particular currenl location, or to send short rnessages to the 
cloud via intuitive user panels. 

To conclude, it can be said that innovative and t1exible production-methods, that are 
able to implement the advanced technological, economic and social conditions, are 
needed. 
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automated mass is 
adequate In the context of the automotive 
industry, the 
ability and minimum times at the same time, 

structures) are a suitable in ordcr to achievc this aim, 
process and calculation of multi-material is present-

cd, Thc main calculation tools are described and a short summary 

can bc used to 

2.1 Calculation 

Fora technical component of systcm, different typcs of stiffncss be 
to the main sti ffness, bend-

nical component arc: 

Young's modulus and shear modulus, 

o the distance between supports and Ioads, 

e the cross-sectional and dimensions (moment of inertia I and /p) of the part, 
including ribs, struts and holes, 

• thc support conditions ( contact surfaces, scrcwcd and connections to othcr 

a proper design of the cross scctions and joining or contact ar-
eas, the intluence the static and behavior of a com-
ponenL Further mechanical allow the idcntification of the functional and 
structural wcakncsses of thc first dcsign drafts- regardless of whether they are derived 
from existing dcsigns or complctely new developcd, In a subsequent optimization, 
improvcments up to 50 % of performancc and a cost reduction of about 20 % may bc 
simultancously achicved, As an 
components is 

a comparison between weldments and cast 

Thc use of computational analysis and optimization mcthods enhances the design pos-
sibilities of cast parts, The results of thcse show often a very 
etry as the morc cftlcient solution, in terms of less usc of material, to fulfill 
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structural 

of mechanical structures is referred to as structural 
its boundary conditions, which may even vary viith time, a structure must 

in order to withstand acting Ioads. As functions of structural 
the of a technical component arc used: 

Figure I: Objectives of a technical slruclure 

These functions can be - optionally using weighting factors -
or simultaneously minimized or maximized to optimally absorb the 
addition to the functions, optimization usually have constraints. 
On the one hand, these restrictions can be directly set by the objective functions, e.g. 
by limiting the possible solutions. On the other hand, the choice of manufacturing or 
processing methods generates external constraints too. The design variables in struc
tural optimization represent the parameters that characterize the structure. The kind of 
designvariable defines the various disciplines of structural optimization. A distinction 
is usually made between optimization of material 
and cross-section. The following is a rough overview of three types of structural op
timization: topology, shapc and parameter optimization as well as of thc 
class of material for structures. 
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needed, are carried out simultaneously, 

Such an allows the complete virtual 
facturability in an effective and process. 
shown the fundamentally different types of structural optimization and their 

cant influencing parameters. 

Figure 2: Types of optimization 

ln the early stages of the product development process, topology can be 
used to identify suitable design proposals within a given design space, in which no 
gcometry has bcen defined yet. The design space is the basis on which Ioads, material 
parameters and further restrictions are applied. For the given boundary conditions, to

is able to find a design proposal which meets thc defined 
mancc targets, improving part characteristics such as weight and static and dynamic 

The optimization algorithm runs fully automatic. Since the design 
1s based on finite elements, the proposed layout for the design space has to be 
afterwards smoothed and transferred into a manufacturablc in 
the designer in a further post-processing step. In addition, topology optimization al
ways includes a validation run by the finite elcment calculation to confirm thc suita
bility of the design proposal. State-of-the-art topology optimization programs allow 
the definition of additional manufacturing restrictions regarding for example machin

ing processes, demoldability of cast parts, wall thicknesses, symmetries or u"'m"'"'''· 

The algorithms for topology optimization can be divided into mathematical and em
pirical methods. ln empirical methods empirical, iteration regulations are used for op
timization, while in mathematical algorithms a mathematical Js 
solved a constrained ±unction [ 1]. 
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mineralization process in bones. 
stresses are stiffened, whereas in less stressed areas the material 

removed 3 shows ofnatural 
tures whicb, due to their environmental conditions. must have a 
and al the same time be stifT. Such very stiff structmcs made with a smaH 
amount of material are not found in bones but also in trecs, lcavcrs or plant 

Heailhybone \Vood 

Figurc 3: Naturallightweight structures ([2]. [3], [4]) 

This bionie principle has demonstrated results in many 
technical applications. ln many cases, manufacturing systems and must 
fulfill lightweight design requirements too. While the system has to show maximum 
stifti1ess, minimum mass of accelerated components is required in order to 
their dynamic behavior. Anothcr argument in favor of minimal use of materials is the 
associated reduction of manufacturing or investment costs. Figure 4 shows 

optimized macbine components for systems. 
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Figure 4: Examples of computalionally optimizcd components in manufacturing systems 
([5], [6], [7]) 

Unlike lhe SKO method, tbe C AO mcthod docs not 
but its surface. CAO stands for computer aided 

the entire space, 
This mctbod is 

Tbc of trees based on the rcsearch of Mattheck [8] and simulates tree 
is stimulated among other reasons, which means tlml more material is 

in where higher stresses exist. In this manner, trees achicve a ho-

mogenous stress distribution. This homogeneous distribution of stress is called "axi

om of constant stress". 

In this growth is often simulated thermal expansion. For thc giv
en load and support conditions, the mechanical stresses are calculated. Afterwards, tbe 
stress distribution is transferred to a fictive temperature dislribution. The hottest areas 
expand most, wbich means that they experiencc the biggest growth. In order to simu
late growth with a temperature analogy, a growth layer must be defined. This growth 

is initialized with a thermal expansion coetTicient unequal to zcro and a very 
small Young's Modulus. By definition, the rcmaining structure can not expand. ln this 

growth is controlled stresses. There is another direct CAO-method 

which doesn't use the temperature and therefore a layer doesn't have 
to be defined. This method is suitable for the reduction of local stress concentrations 
and etrects caused by notches. The latter effect is relevant for 

critical components. 
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is used 
provement of somc dctails of thc and therefore generate 
ed value. This procedure optimally placcs material in the part with respect to the 
stresses, and at thc end of optimization there are neither which are oversized 
nor that don't contribute to the structural behavior ofthe structure. 

Figure 5: Procedure ofCAO optimization using thc direct method (leli), notch as examplc ofuse 
(right) (according to [9]) 

After optimization the final engineering and is carried 
out. Due to manufacturing restrictions (processes, market-

reasons or genoral cost, this version may deviate from thc 
in some circumstances. For when manufac-

proccsses, tools or new materials have to bc used. Forthis reason, at the end of 
and process it should be ehecked, whether tbe com-

ponent or system fulfills the requirements under the given boundary conditions. 

Parametrie 

Tbe metbad of parametric optimization is normally used on designs at an ear
ly stage of development. The aim of this method is to find the ideal solution for de
sign problem and tbus to increase the competitiveness of a CAE tools for 
parametric optimization are able to find the best possible design solution even for eon
trary requirements. 

Parameters that can be optimized are, for example, geometric dimensions. Not 
the possibilities for the optimization of apart will be identified, but also specific solu
tions can be developed with variation of the paramctcrs. per
formcd on existing tlnite elemcnt models give information about wbat parameters and 
in wbich degrees have int1uence on thc mechanical of tbe part. The relevant 
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variables 
timization 

therefore 
revealed, 

Parameterizcd models of computation arc 
zation of the identified relevant parameters, 
ied during calculation with efficient 
ration is found, This 

structural improvement of a component or machine, 

ness a minor rok The dcsign in which lhc 
resulting stresses could be reduced bclow the 

total of thc compo11cnt 

Figure 6: Schematic example for paramelric optimization 

order to cnsurc the of the optimized solution, a robust 
based on the results of sensitivity is performed afterwards, The in-

fluence of variability or tolerances of manufacturi11g process, material and 
Ioads ca11 be examined with this tooL The effect of these factors 011 the static 
nam1c can be quantit]ed, hence about, how reliable the real 
product will perform during operation can be made, 

2.2 Fiber-reinforced composites 

The of lightweight design is to produce products which, 011 the one hand, 
have the highest possible strength and/or stiHi1ess and, on the other hand, have thc 
lowest possible mass, Therefore, fiber-reinforced composites are ideal für 

because of their higher specific 
pared to materials, 
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The 

to conventional materials for 
alummum. Jn , carbon fiber 

vantages due to their excellent material nnmPrm"' 

nents made of carbon fiber is their low 
an fiber orientation the thermal 
bccustomized. Moreover, the favorable ratio of 

what be useful for vihration-critical components. A 
charactcristics to stee! materia!s. 

ln over conventional 

thickncss, stacking scquence and fiber volume content will be 
obtain thc most suitable material for a parl. 

tools is useful for this purpose. Tools based on FE programs are ablc 

build apart and generate a realistic model of the fiber-reinforced mate-

rial. 

termination of the critical reserve tactor. The Fraunhofcr uses the FEM software 
ANSYS with the additional tool ANSYS PrepPost ACP for such calcula

tions. 

3 

Unlike in the aerospace and automotive industry, the added value of a lightweight so

lution in a machine, or industrial equipment cannot always be predicted with aceuracy 
yet [ J 0]. A 1 kg reduction in weight of an aircraft achieves of several tons of 

fuel over its lifetime. ln the automotive sector a loss of 100 kg Ieads to a fuel 

saving of about 0.3 Iiters per l 00 km [ ll]. Therefore, the automotive accepts 
live euros additional cost perkilogram of saved. For aviation 

this value achieves more than several hundred euros [ l 
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solutions. lt is extre
or lhe - ollen 

of a component causes that parts less 

strcssed and thus increascs thc li fclime of the overall systcm. 

of some components Ieads to the so-called se(;orlclctrv 
Standard 

can downsized 

sions) which. on lhc one hand. will further 

tem and, on the other 

means of 

decrcascd. Machine 

be madc 

the of the new of machine can be 

foundations and transport systems are then lcss strcssed and 

in their 

~ A better behavior and therefore 

of the machine. 

can be 

reduction 

machincs. of such machines are centers 

machines for eleclronic components, where the increased proccss 

Ieads to a number or per minute", which can be 
verted to an added value for the costumer. under these circumstances the custo-

mer is willing to accept additional costs for a lightweight design. A 
of the pcrformance of a part is not normally considcred by the custo

mers as an advantage, especially in machine tools. For example, if an increascd sys

tem achieved the use of fiber the end 

not to accept lhe additional costs. 

However, thcre are components and aspccts in mechanical 
where a pure mass reduction can generate added value in these 

are: 
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and (machine transporl 

containcr, truck transport, ... ) 

" devices, j igs, hand-held devices and mcasuring and A 

minimization ofthcir facilitates manual operalion with these devices. 

At the componcnt Ievel, individual nrr>nortH>C lead to 

of a machinc or 

start with the end-effcctor of the machine. This 

an improved overall system. The 

system should 

apparenl in lhe case of an industnal robol. Mass and 

the end-eJTector rclievcs thc entire ofTers the 

the rotational and translational 

les thc Ioad t1ow 

The Function Mass 

ln this method, 

is 

is a further method 

fünctions of a system are defined and 

the 

Figure 7: ldentit1cation of lightweight potentials through methodical analysis 

Apart from the structural mass, some other targets have to bc considcrcd when dcsi

gning machine tools. Low amplitudes and high factors have to be cnsured in 

As statcd above, thc usc of fiber reinforced 

the with to Stablc thermal 
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of the autornotive 

criteria of machineso thermal beha-
variations and the associated thermal of such machines 

int1uenced by environmcntal conditions, aggrcgates and thc pro-

cess. With fiber composite materials, thc thermal propetiies can be "tuned" to a 

certain extent. 

On the basis of several examples from different applications of manufacturing techno
logy it is shown how to generate a direet added value with the use of Jightweight 

brid concepts. 

3.1 

Chucks are machine components which arc Jocated in the forcc flow in c!ose 
to the tool center point. Basically, these machinc components represent a 

rotating A reduction in their mass and moment of inertia results in a 
shortening of the acceleration and deceleration tin1es. As a side cffcct of the mass 
reduction, thc spindie of thc machine is less strcssed. The 

made of a material mix composed of carbon fiber reinforccd 

and a steel body. 

Figure 8: Chuck as a multi-material combination ([13], [14]) 

aluminum 

Such designs are often compact, resulting in smaller interference contours. The added 
value of a lightweight design can be directly quantified. Duc to lower masses and 
moments of inertia the energy demand dccreases, which has a positive effect on thc 

operating costs. 
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the targeted use of a multi-material mix of carbon 
materials, steel and aluminum, Because of the fact that the moment of inertia could al
so be decreased to about the same extent, lhe energy consumption can be reduced to 
about 20% of the original value, This savings in energy per chuck amount about 
5000 € per year, which is the of the annual of 
3-4 average four-person households, ln addition to the financial benetlts, the mass 
reduction of the chuck resulted of the 

of 
identified in this example, 

3.2 and tools to 

Factors such as demographic 
hcalth awareness are the in the mass sec
tor, Machine Operators, assemblers and workers in general should be able to carry out 
the often repetitive motion sequences in the production and 

themselves any permanent harm thcir 
design concepts in production and assembly equipment is one suitable approacb for 
this purpose, By reducing the mass of the components and tools tbe workers have to 
handle or , tbe physical damage caused on them may be lo
wered, Especially in the final assembly of vehicles, fully automated process is neit
her sufficiently flexible nor economically feasible due to the very different 
tasks for the constantly changing requirements, Manual tasks are often 
here, However, due to the compact design of vehicles with a !arge number of compo
nents on a small area, unfavorable working positions often exisL Especially in the ve
hicle interior due to the restricted space, the operators must work in unfavorable ergo
nomic positions, To avoid this, they are advised to perform this task in a sitting 
position, whenever possible, Forthis purpose assembly aids such as stools are requi
red to perform the assembly activities in an ergonomically suitable working 
in the vehicle interior. But, with each new working task, the assembly aid has to be 
taken in and out of the vehicle, Forthis reason, a lightweight assembly aid would si
gnificantly facilitate the work of the operators at the assembly line, At the same time, 
the product has to be very robust to resist rough handling during the assembly opera
tions, In addition, assembly aids must be designed in a way that it cannot scratch or 
cause any damage to the vehicle, Furthermore, other ergonomic requirements must be 
considered in the design, such as easy manual handling (e,g, grip recesses or reces
ses), comfortable sitting for example by upholstery and a firm, non-slip and safe posi
tion inside the vehicle, This sometimes very opposite goals could achieved 
through the use of a mix of diverse materials, An assembly aid that fultllled all these 
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nJadeot 

Figure 9: Stool madc of a material mix used as assembly aid for the indoor installation 

As shown in Figure 9 the stool consists of several lightweight materials, which are 
used on the requirc:ments for each component. As 

sult, the total weight ofthe stool could be reduced by about half, compared to the pre
vious model. 

3.3 Lightweight machine tool doors to optimize process 
and ergonomics 

New developments in production machines Jead towards reduced processing times. 
By using lightweight design principles, even peripheral components such as safety 
systems in machine tools can make a significant contribution to this purpose. One 
example is the redesign of machine tool doors in order to reduce their weight, while 
still s fulfilling the requirements. By means of multi-material design, not only a 
merely weight reduetion can be achieved, but also an increase in productivity, an im
provement of occupational safety and ergonomics and even a lang term cost 
reduction. 

A substantial mass reduction of an automated machine door may enhance its 
behavior, which in turn reduces nonproductive times and thereby increases process 
productivity. In some cases, the so-called lightweight effect occurs and it is 

to downsize system components such as linear or drives, re-
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to the operator in the 

additional costs for the company. 

somc scientific work has been 
weight-optimization of machine doors [15. 16]. For a door of a 
CNC-Iathe maehine was deve1oped, reaching a door and closing time respec-

of 1.5 seconds and thus a reduction of 25% to the current 

In the fleld of woodworking machining centers, multi-material 
are now state of the art. The lightweight materials are used to ergonomics 
and to ensure the safety criteria (e.g. airbag fabric reinforcement), as weil as for 
acoustic insulation purposes (PUR ethers foams) [16]. I 0 shows a 

developed Fraunhofer IP A for a 

CNC a mass reduction of50 %. 

Figure 10: Comparison of alternative lightweight conccpts for thc door of a machining centcr 
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4 

The added value of design in mechanical engineering, with respcct to ma-
cannol yct bc cxactly the 

case in the aerospace and automotive 
ponents and dcviccs madc clear that it is 
component Ievel. 

In somc cases, technical such lower momcnts of incrtia and 
generate that can be pretty calculatcd. effects 

of lightweight design can bc then 
Scsides this economic gain, thc 

translated into tangible economic bencfits. 
of dc-

source lower emissions and ease 
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